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YOUR PASTOR'S ARTICLE
LABC Family and Friends,
Over the course of the week we have many significant conversations amongst
staff within the church offices. This past week we had one of the most challenging
conversations I have been faced with in my 8 years at LABC. It had to do with a
topic that I have never covered in seminary. It regarded an issue that I have not
faced in my almost 20 years of pastoral ministry. It forced me to stop and really
consider the intersection of the ways faith and theology interact with the world in
which we live. The day was November 6, 2020 and the conversation went like
this:
Hkadin: Can we set up the Christmas tree outside the church office?
Me: Ummmmm
Hkadin: People are already setting up their Christmas decorations and I have some beautiful poinsettias in my
car.
Me: Ummmmm
Hkadin: So can we set things up this year? It would be nice to be able to bring some Christmas joy into the
office because things are so dark right now. We need some of the Spirit of Christmas.
Me: Ummmmm. I think the answer is "not yet" because we have to wait for Thanksgiving.
After a few more minutes I relented that we could set things up during the week of the 23nd because it was the
day after we were celebrating Thanksgiving in our Sunday service. However it was one of those things that I
couldn’t really explain with any real theological or Biblical basis. The reality was that I wanted to break out the
Christmas decorations and gussy things up around the office because it’s been such a dark year. It hasn’t
been a physically dark year. The sun continued to shine and the breeze continued to blow, but it has been a
dark year because of so much negativity. Covid-19, the election and social unrest. These are just a few things
that have led to this being a dark year for so many people. Spirits have been depressed. People have
struggled with so many things. Hkadin wanted to do what so many people have wanted to do. She wanted to
bring some light and joy into the world in which we live. She wanted to bring some life into our reality.
That day I gave the best answer I could. As I’ve reflected on it I realized that my answer was based purely on
the fact that since I’ve moved here to the United States I had it drilled into me that you can’t set up Christmas
stuff until after Thanksgiving (which I still maintain is regrettably late in the season). After Thanksgiving it’s full
steam ahead. But I think I’ve actually developed an actual rational for waiting a little bit. If I had conceded to
Hkadin, which is actually very easy to do because she is remarkably powerful, we might have done things so
early we’d have forgotten what that new joy, that new spark of life, is meant to remind us of. For me, the
celebration of the season is indeed something that brings new joy and new life into the world. However, it isn’t
just the tree and the lights. It’s not just the presents and the fun. That new life, for me, is a reminder that the joy
and the newness is a reminder of the life of Christ that is brought into the world at Christmas time.
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Yes, we are indeed in a season of darkness. However, there will be a light for us. That light is the same light
that shone those many years ago. That light for them was Christ that brought newness and hope. That light for
us, if we allow it to be, is also that Christ child that comes into the world as a reminder that there is something
more. There is a hope that lies beyond the darkness. Things that are now will not always remain. There is
something more that we are able to affix our eyes upon. That hope is Christ.
I still don’t know if I made the right decision when I was asked about setting up for Christmas in early
November. However, I think that by making us wait just a little longer I helped us postpone that Christmas joy
just a little bit. And by helping us wait I may have helped us keep that light on the horizon just a little, and my
hope is that in doing so it will help us see it a little bit brighter when it comes. We will not just see the
decorations that we will surely put up. But we will be reminded that it is not about just the decorations, and the
lights, but about the joy of Christ that will be the true light that will bring us out of the darkness and into the
hope that lies before us.
Join me in our celebrations this Christmas season. Yes, they’ll be different, but they are still a way for us to
celebrate together the light of the world, the Christ-child, the hope that we hold in the midst of a very different
and challenging world. Join me as we celebrate the love of God come into this world for each of us. Light
everlasting.

Advent and Christmas at LABC … Online
During this Advent and Christmas season, because of the Covid-19 pandemic, we have made the decision to
continue with worship online. While we would love to be worshipping in person, in our sanctuary, it just is not a
good idea at this time. However, it is still our priority to help make the Advent and Christmas season special,
despite how different it may be.
Our plan this season, starting on Sunday November 29, 2020 (the First Sunday of Advent) is to hold a Sunday
morning Zoom service at 10:00 a.m. This will be a “Live” service. Each week we will follow the same protocol.
If you wish to attend, and we hope you do, you will be able to go to the church website at
www.lakeavebaptist.org and find the Zoom link for that Sunday. Sunday morning just before 10 a.m., you will
be able to use that link to open Zoom (if you haven’t been using it you’ll need to download the program to log
on). You will use the link and the Meeting ID and Password to log into the service. If you choose, you will be
able to be seen by other participants. That choice is up to you. However, you will not be able to be heard
unless you are a participant and then you will be unmuted by the host. This is a safety feature but also allows
the service to proceed without interruption. Further, it will let you sing out as loud as you’d like and know that
no one else will hear you.
The service will be a mix of live participants and recordings. (Zoom has yet to make group singing work well.)
You will be able to follow along on the screen where all of the necessary parts/readings/lyrics will be shared. If
you are one of the people who needs the notes on a page in order to sing along, they will be available via a pdf
that will be posted on the website each week. This will also include lyrics in our other languages. You’re invited
to print one of those off each week or view them on another screen on your browser.
Will this go perfectly? We would be surprised if it does. However, seldom do our in-person services go exactly
as planned. That is precisely part of the spirit of our community. Our hope, however, is that we will be able to
worship together in community and with a live leader(s). We invite you to be part of these services and enjoy
the spirit of Christmas together!
Blessings, Michael
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SOME THOUGHTS FROM YOUR ASSISTING MINISTER, SUSAN MAYBECK
I look forward to the holiday season for many reasons. For one it is a light in this time of encroaching
darkness. We often gather with family members and friends as we celebrate Thanksgiving and Christmas. I
love the music and the traditional stories and the candles that bring light into the night. I marvel over and over
of the story of Christmas Eve when a little baby was born who became the light of the world. I know all the
carols so well that I don’t even have to look at the words or music. Silent Night. O Come All Ye Faithful. Hark
the Herald Angels Sing. My heart swells with Joy.
And yet because of the pandemic we can only gather with 10 people or less. And they must be in our pod or
bubble. Because of Covid we can’t sing because we might spread the virus. Gathering in the sanctuary this
year on Christmas Eve and the light of real candles, is not allowed. Are you sad about this? I certainly am!
So I’ve been thinking about how I can be thankful this Christmas in spite of masks and distancing and little
travel.
First I am inviting you to a Zoom Blue Christmas Service on Dec. 6 at 7 pm. At this service we may
acknowledge our sadness and grief over this difficult time. Sharing these feelings may help us to celebrate
the birth of the Christ Child in spite of our sorrow. Please attend.
Second, I am asking myself what do I love about this time of the year that I can do. I can decorate my home. I
am peaceful as I sit by myself in front of my Norwegian tree. I have time to sort through my boxes with my
crèches and put up my favorites. I can bake my special Norwegian cookies to share with the family. I am
thankful that I am healthy and that my family & friends are healthy.
Third, I am blessed to be planning worship services for all of us at LABC. We will listen to special music. We
will be together even though we are in separate places, Together we will witness the Light of the World who
will lead us to hope, peace, joy and love.
May each of you find a blessing in this quieter, reflective holiday season.

SURVIVING WINTER LIKE A NORWEGIAN,
An article from The Sons of Norway Publication and shared by Susan Maybeck
As much of the United States and Europe brace for a
second wave of the COVID-19 pandemic, many of us
worry we’re facing our darkest time yet and wonder how
we’ll cope with the long winter nights. Our answer might
be to look at the Norwegian lifestyle.
That’s exactly what health psychologist Kari Leibowitz
did. Leibowitz traveled to Tromsø, Norway to study how
people above the Arctic Circle thrived in the winter
months of darkness. During its shortest days, Tromsø
receives as little as just 2-3 hours of indirect sunlight, with
the sun never even rising above the horizon. We already
know that sunlight exposure can directly affect a person’s
well-being. So how do these residents cope?
Building off of her past work, Leibowitz determined that having a positive mindset can help residents cope with
the darkness. In her previous work, Leibowitz determined that the way we frame stressful events in our mind
can determine how much we’re affected by them. In fact, those who see a stressful event as a challenge tend
to cope better than those who focus on the more threatening aspects of the event. These differences can
impact mood and physiological stress responses like heart rate and blood pressure, and can even be a factor
in how quickly someone recovers from the event.
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With this in mind, Leibowitz designed the “wintertime mindset scale.” Participants were asked to rate how much
they agreed or disagreed with statements about winter. The answers to these questions predicted the
participants’ wellbeing over winter. Agreement with statements such as “There are many things to enjoy about
the winter” or “I love the coziness of the winter months” showed a positive correlation with a person’s wellbeing, and these individuals were more likely to have positive emotions throughout winter. Conversely, those
who had a negative mindset, or those who agreed to statements such as, “winter is boring,” or “There are
many things to dislike about winter” were more likely to have negative emotions throughout winter.
So how do you get that winter attitude? Think like a Norwegian. Welcome the change of seasons and find
ways to appreciate it by focusing on the elements you enjoy most. With the proper clothing, getting outdoors
and into nature during winter can be refreshing. Plus, it makes coming home to embrace the cozier elements of
winter even better. Whether it’s bundling up for a hike in the snow, sipping hot chocolate by the fire or creating
a cozy reading nook for yourself at homes, having winter-specific things to look forward to can go a long way in
your winter survival strategy.

By Amber Frost| November 13th, 2020|

OUR AMERICAN BAPTIST HERITAGE
From Historian Garth Brokaw
Obadiah Holmes and his wife, Catharine, fled English persecution to build a new home in the Massachusetts
Bay Colony in 1638. He knew prominent dissenters like Dr. John Clarke and Roger Williams, and he adopted
many of their views on religious liberty. Ultimately he settled in Newport, Rhode Island, and was pastor of the
Baptist Church there. On July 16, 1651, Holmes and two colleagues went to Lynn, Massachusetts to conduct
evangelist work and three were arrested and imprisoned. When Holmes refused to pay his fine of 30 pounds,
he was publicly whipped in Boston, "for the word of God and the testimony of Jesus Christ." During his
punishment for religious freedom, he eloquently cried out, "You struck me as with roses."

This past summer a raised-bed vegetable garden appeared across
the street from our Building. Kevin Stewart was the instigator
behind this successful gardening project. He and helpers had
access to LABC water--very important in this near-drought
summer. Vegetables raised there were placed out so that neighbors
could help themselves. Marian Coger was sure to share tomatoes
and peppers from our LABC garden. The following from Kevin
explains the impetus for beginning the project
As the stark realities of COVID-19 manifested, and quarantine
dragged on, I found myself feeling powerless and isolated. Normally
I thrive off interactions with strangers and friends, so I was struggling
without a sense of community and a way to make myself useful
within it. After hitting a wall in the fight for housing communities in
Rochester, I fell back on the list of our most basic needs - food, water and shelter for the answer and decided
to join the "growing" number of people across our city who use public land to produce food for the community!
Once the decision was made and paperwork was submitted, my girlfriend and I walked around the Ambrose
neighborhood to put letters into mailboxes and doors. We wanted to be as COVID-conscious as possible, but it
was important to us that we introduce ourselves in some way before "moving in." The very next day, two friends
and I started gathering lumber and resources for our raised beds, and by the following weekend we were planting!
I had no background as a gardener, and our little garden would never have been as successful as it was without
the help of our community. From the essential gift of water given by Lake Ave Baptist Church, to the hundreds
of dollars raised by our friends and family, the guiding hand of more experienced gardeners coming to correct
our blunders, and the encouragement of the neighborhood as we worked through the hottest days of the summer,
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this was truly a collaborative process. Every-time I bite into one of our tomatoes, or see a neighbor coming by to
pick-up some produce I am reminded that we are at our best when we are working together.
I cannot say "thank you" enough for the warm welcome that we have gotten from Ambrose St and the Lake Ave
Baptist communities, and I look forward to continuing to grow together!
Kevin Stewart

Tis the season to buy books....
I find that winter, Christmas and yes even Covid "lock down" provides me
the opportunity/excuse to read! Perhaps you have this experience as
well. So for all the avid readers out there, and all those who like to give books
for Christmas gifts, I have a couple of suggestions. The first comes from Day
17 of the 21 Day Racial Equity Challenge. I suggest you view a TED talk
entitled "The danger of a single story" by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie. Ms.
Adichie is a Nigerian writer and her talk is persuasive. The second comes from
a post by Jami Nakamura Lin on the Anti-Racism Daily newsletter. Ms. Lin
reminds us that Black writers and writers of color write mysteries, romance,
thrillers, and fantasy in addition to nonfiction books about racism. And these
books can be purchased from Black owned bookstores, instead of from
Amazon.
In conclusion, I offer a quote from Ms. Lin's article:
"We need to imagine a different future. Books can point us there—but only if
what we’re reading also helps us imagine and understand a world full of the
fullness of Black lives, of the joy in indigenous community, in the mundane and
the silly and the vastness of experience of people of color. It’s important to educate ourselves about the
painful reality of racism, but we can’t stop at trauma. Instead, we need to incorporate books by writers of color
into all of our reading, and ensure that what we read translates into our actions. "
Merry Christmas to all, and to all a diverse treasure trove of books!

Marian Coger

What can you do with a stubborn dog? Every morning when I take Lilly for a
walk, eventually, it ends up that she takes me for a walk. If she wants to go in a
certain direction and I want to go the opposite way, she becomes very
determined. She will turn and bark at me to let me know she doesn't want to go
the way I chose and then sits herself on the ground facing the direction that she
wants to go. Of course, you who know me well, know that I end up giving in to
her wishes.
But is being stubborn a bad thing? I guess it all depends on what we are
stubborn about. In my opinion, these are some of the stubborn attitudes that
need serious changing:
●The Coronavirus, Covid-19 is a hoax and wearing a mask is an attack
on our liberty!
●Climate change is NOT occurring and humankind is not to blame.
●Our democratic system or election process cannot be trusted.
●You should never concede defeat in any game or race or undertaking because doing so makes you a
weaker person.
●Systemic racism does not exist in the United States.
Then, of course, there are some stubborn attitudes which are intrinsically good for us and our society:
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●Wearing a mask and maintaining social distance at this time of pandemic helps you from contracting
Covid-19 or passing it on to others.
●Humankind's continual use of fossil fuels is strongly connected to the warming of our planet and climate
change and we need to address it as soon as possible.
●Black lives matter and systemic racism is still prevalent in our society.
●When you lose a game, race, election, it takes a man or woman of strong character to admit it and
accept defeat.
●Our democratic system may have its problems but on the whole it's a pretty wonderful system.
As we approach Advent maybe it is time for us to recognize and reexamine are own stubborn and unbending
attitudes. Maybe we should look at the emphasis of each of the weeks of Advent and become "stubborn" in
these feelings.
This Advent let us all work on becoming more stubborn in Hopefulness: Hope that there will be an end to the
coronavirus pandemic soon, that poverty will be a thing of the past, and that we will look at every person as an
equal.
Let us all be more stubborn in Peacefulness: Take a walk on a soundless, clear night in an open field and be
amazed at the light of the glimmering stars. Empty your mind of the troubles of the world and fill your mind
with prayerful thoughts. Read an inspiring book or sing a song or a favorite Carol that brings back happy
memories
Become stubborn in being Joyful and sharing your Joy with others: Let us be joyful at the birth of a new child.
Let's take joy in cookie making and making the special foods we associate with the Holidays. Let's decorate
our houses with lots of lights during this, the darkest time of the year.
Let us become stubborn with Love: let us share our love not only with our families and friends but also with our
neighbors and strangers. Never forget that where Love prevails there also is God!
What a wonderful world we can create if we become stubborn in these feelings and work on them not just at
Christmastime but throughout the year.
So, to all of you reading this article have a Merry Christmas!

from Lilly (arf, arf) and me!

A CHRISTMAS WISH LIST for FAIRPORT BAPTIST HOMES
The following items are needed
Stamps, Deodorants, Non-slip & Diabetic Socks, Lipstick, Boxes of Tissues, Tooth Paste
Tooth Brushes, Nail Care Kits, Nail Polish & Nail Polish Remover, Crossword Puzzles,
Word Search Puzzles, & Sudoku Books
PLEASE REMEMBER NEW & UNWRAPPED FOR MEN AND WOMEN!
PLEASE BRING THESE GIFTS TO THE CHURCH OFFICE BY MONDAY, DECEMBER 16
(P.S. We are also looking for someone to help deliver these items to Fairport Baptist Homes
before Christmas. If you can assist with delivery, please contact Jane Grant of Jackie Sullivan.)

Thank You So Much For Helping Our FBH Folks
And, thank you also for the donation of the coats for Cameron
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Our annual Halloween party, organized by Laurie H.,
has always been a highly anticipated and fun filled
event. This year, we took the party On-The-Road! Our
Sunday school leaders went door-to-door, handing out
treat bags and visiting with our children and youth. It
was a fun alternative and the weather was spectacular.
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MINISTRY IN A PANDEMIC WORD SEARCH
From Cheryl Frank of Greece Baptist Church
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Upcoming Educational classes for Myanmar Ethnic Communities (Rochester, Syracuse & Buffalo)
Early in February of 2020 before Covid-19 came into our normal lives, an opportunity arose to apply for a
grant at ABHMS to support LABC’s Refugee outreach mission works. Unexpectedly the application was
accepted and we were granted a total of $10,000.00. The grant will be used for the sole purpose of
educational classes to educate Myanmar Ethnic Communities in the upstate New York area. The original
plan was to hold all the classes in person but under circumstances of Covid-19 & social distancing, all the
classes are being planned virtually. As part of the preparation of holding all the classes in person I bought 20
units of Conference Microphones in the beginning of the year. Currently 3 classes are being planned and they
will all be in the beginning of December, 2020. Zoom invitations will be sent for each training.
Tentative schedule is as follow;
1. Employee Rights
12/05/2020
2. Tenant & landlord law 12/12/20 Legal Aid Society of Rochester
3. Covid-19
12/19/20 Dr. Kyaw Zin Win , Buffalo
Lily Lee (SHRM-SCP/ SPHR / CEBS )
LILY WILL SPEAK ON EMPLOYMENT RIGHTS AND BEST PRACTICES ON PROMOTING A POSITIVE WORKPLACE. SHE WAS A PRACTICING
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGER UP UNTIL EARLY THIS YEAR WHEN SHE SEMI-RETIRED FROM HER COMPANY AFTER 29 YEARS OF
SERVICE. IN ADDITION TO HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND EMPLOYEE BENEFITS ADMINISTRATION, LILY HAS MORE THAN 35
YEARS EXPERIENCE IN COMMUNICATIONS, DEVELOPING BOTH WRITTEN AND AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS, EMPLOYEE HANDBOOKS,
INCLUDING SUCCESSFUL EDITORSHIP OF AN AWARD-WINNING COMPANY MAGAZINE.
SHE HOLDS A BACHELORS IN SOCIAL WORK FROM SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY AND A MASTERS IN STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP FROM
ROBERTS WESLEYAN COLLEGE, ROCHESTER, NY.
LILY IS HRCI CERTIFIED AS A SENIOR PROFESSIONAL HUMAN RESOURCES (SPHR), SOCIETY FOR HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
AS SENIOR CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL (SHRM-SCP);AND A CERTIFIED EMPLOYEE BENEFITS SPECIALIST.

Dr. Kyaw Zin Win graduated from University of Medicine (2), Yangon, Myanmar in 2013. After
graduation, he earned a Master of Health Administration (MHA) from Grand Valley States
University, Michigan in 2015. He recently completed 3 years Internal Medicine Residency
Training at Wyckoff Heights Medical Center, NY. During his residency, the COVID-19
pandemic occurred, and NYC became an epicenter. Thus, he also obtained the extensive
experiences of COVID-19 cases while taking care of COVID-19 critically ill patients in ICU as
a senior medical resident. After he accomplished the residency, he continued for fellowship
training. He is currently working as an Endocrinology fellow at the Department of
Endocrinology, Diabetes & Metabolism at the University of Buffalo, NY.
ဒ ေါက်တာာာာ ဒက ာာ်ဇင်၀င််းသည် ဒ

်းပညာာဘွဲ့ ကို ၂၀၁၁ ခိုနစ
ှ ်တင် ရန်ကိုနဒ
်

်းတကကသိုလ် (၂)မှ ရရှခဲ့သည်။ ထဒနာာက်
ို ဲ့
မစ်ခ ျီဂန်ပပည်နယ်

ဂရမ်ရက်ပစ်မမ ွဲ့ ရှ Grand Valley State University တင် က န််းမာာဒရ်းစျီမံခနခ
် ဲ့ မှု ဘွဲ့လန်ပညာာကို သင်ယူမပျီ်း ၂၀၁၅ တင် ဘွဲ့ရရှခဲ့သည်။
နယူ်းဒယာာက်မမ ွဲ့ ဘရတ်ကလင််းရှ Wyckoff Heights Medical Center မှ ဒ
မပျီ်း

်းပညာာအထူ်းပပ ၃ နှစ်တာာသင်တန််းကို မကကာာဒသ်းမျီက

ို်းံ ခဲ့သည်။ သင်တန််းကာာလအတင််း ကိုဗစ်ကပ်ဒရာာဂေါ စတင်ပြစ်ပာာ်းမပျီ်း နယူ်းဒယာာက်မမ ွဲ့သည် ကပ်ဒရာာဂေါ ဗဟိုပြစ်လာာခဲ့သည်။

အကကျီ်းတန််း သင်ကကာာ်းဒရ်း

ရာာ၀န် (Senior Medical Resident) အပြစ် ကိုဗစ်အတင််းလူနာာမ ာာ်းစာာကို အထူ်းကကပ်မတ်ကိုသမှုဌာာနတင်

ကိုသဒပ်းခဲ့ရမပျီ်း အဒတွဲ့အကကံ မ ာာ်းစာာ ရရှခဲ့သည်။ယခိုအခေါ ဒ ေါက်တာာဒက ာာ်ဇင်၀င််း သည်

်းျီ ခ နှင ်ဲ့ ဒပာာာာ်မန
ို ်း် အထူ်းကို ဘွဲ့လန်

ရာာ၀န်အပြစ်

University at Buffalo တင် ပညာာသင်ယူလ က်ရှသည်။
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We may get tired of hearing Christmas carols
around Halloween and Thanksgiving, but we still
find singing of the Christmas carols, both sacred
and secular, to be an activity that brings us all
joy. Whether in church or at the end of a holiday
party, singing with others surrounding us brings
back fond memories, satisfies the hungry heart,
and warms the soul.
Alas, we cannot gather together in church or hold holiday parties in the time of COVID. But YES, WE CAN sing
Christmas carols even though we are separated by distance. On Sunday afternoon, December 13, at 4:00 pm
we will stream Christmas carols from LABC and you may all sing along. Gather the kids around and join us in a
fun and lively carol sing for Christmas cheer. Titles and words of the carols will be on the screen.

arose

As we prepare to move into the Advent and Christmas season, we know that one of the questions on people’s
minds is “what will Christmas in a pandemic be like?” Your church staff have been working on preparing
meaningful worship services for the season. This Christmas Eve, we are particularly excited to invite you to an
Online Christmas Eve service. While we will not be gathering in person, we look forward to gathering online as
a church family. You will be receiving more information about this service closer to Christmas Eve, but we pray
that as you plan your (socially distanced, safe in all ways) Christmas activity, you will make this a priority. We
look forward to worshipping in this special season with you all.
Blessings,
Michael
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